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This is the second part of a large survey paper in which we analyze recent literature on Formal Concept
Analysis (FCA) and some closely related disciplines using FCA. We collected 1072 papers published
between 2003 and 2011 mentioning terms related to Formal Concept Analysis in the title, abstract and
keywords. We developed a knowledge browsing environment to support our literature analysis process.
We use the visualization capabilities of FCA to explore the literature, to discover and conceptually repre-
sent the main research topics in the FCA community. In this second part, we zoom in on and give an
extensive overview of the papers published between 2003 and 2011 which applied FCA-based methods
for knowledge discovery and ontology engineering in various application domains. These domains
include software mining, web analytics, medicine, biology and chemistry data.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) was introduced in the early
1980s by Rudolf Wille as a mathematical theory (Wille, 1982) tak-
ing its roots in the works of Barbut and Monjardet (1970), Birkhoff
(1973) and others for the formalization of concepts and conceptual
thinking. FCA has been applied in many disciplines such as soft-
ware engineering, knowledge discovery and information retrieval
during the last 15 years. The reader is kindly referred to part one
of this survey (Poelmans, Kuznetsov, Ignatov, & Dedene, 2013)
for an overview of the FCA-based methods for data analysis. In this
paper, we zoom in on and give an extensive overview of the papers
published between 2003 and 2011 on using FCA for knowledge dis-
covery and ontology engineering in various application domains.

The applications of FCA are very diverse and the same underly-
ing models were regularly used in different application areas. To
structure the FCA research domain from an application point of
view we tried to devide the large amount of papers into a limited
number of coarse-grained domains. While making this division we
tried to take into account the amount of attention (amongst others
measured by the number of qualitative publications on the subject)
paid by researchers to the application area. The first application
domain we chose to survey in this paper is FCA-based software
mining, i.e. gaining insight into source code with FCA. One of the
first papers applying concept lattices to software analysis (Krone
& Snelting, 1994) analyzed the relationships between source code
pieces and preprocessor variables in Unix system software. Later
on multiple papers appeared on identifying modules or classes in
legacy system code (e.g. Siff & Reps, 1997). More recently dynamic
code analysis gained interest, e.g. Ammons, Mandelin, Bodík, and
Larus (2003) analyzed execution traces which they clustered with
FCA to debug specifications in temporal logic. In Snelting (2005),
Hesse and Tilley (2005) an overview of FCA applications in soft-
ware engineering published in 2003 or earlier can be found. In Til-
ley and Eklund (2007), an overview of 47 FCA-based software
engineering papers is given. The authors categorized these papers
according to the 10 categories as defined in the ISO 12207 software
engineering standard and visualized them in a concept lattice.

The second domain we surveyed is FCA-based web mining.
One of the first papers applying FCA to internet data was Krohn,
Davies, and Weeks (1999) who analyzed the relationships be-
tween keywords used by communities of users to retrieve do-
main specific documents. A bit later, in Cole and Eklund (2001)
another approach was presented in which FCA was applied for
browsing web-documents. Cole and Stumme (2000) presented
the Conceptual Email Manager to browse through email collec-
tions. Later on the Conceptual Email Manager was further devel-
oped to become Mail-Sleuth (Eklund, Ducrou, & Brawn 2004).
Around the same time Carpineto and Romano (2005, 2004b) also
highlighted the potential of FCA to be used as a meta search en-
gine resulting in the CREDO system.
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The third domain we surveyed is FCA-based text mining and
linguistics. Priss (1998) was one of the first works applying formal
concept analysis in the domain of computational linguistics includ-
ing the analysis of lexical databases and faceted thesauri struc-
tures. Mackensen and Wille (1999) used conceptual data systems
for content analysis of unstructured texts. Hotho, Maedche, and
Staab (2002) first clustered texts based on a thesaurus and k-
means to reduce the number of documents and then analyzed
these clusters with FCA.

The fourth domain we surveyed is FCA-based knowledge dis-
covery in biology, chemistry and medicine. Cole and Eklund
(1996) wrote one of the first papers applying formal concept anal-
ysis in combination with SNOMED (medical nomenclature system)
for analyzing a large collection of medical discharge summaries.
Schnabel (2002) used FCA to analyze diseases, treatments and
symptoms to find implications and relationships hidden in the
data. The first paper on applying FCA in biological research was
Ganter and Wille (1989) where the authors proposed their concep-
tual scaling method. Brüggemann et al. (1997), Brüggemann and
Bartel (1999) was one of the first papers which applied FCA in
chemistry and more in particular for the analysis of environmental
databases. Bartel and Brüggemann (1998) applied FCA to the anal-
ysis of structure activity relationships to predict the toxicity of
chemical compounds.

Finally, we surveyed FCA-based research on ontology engineer-
ing. Richards and Compton (1997) was one of the first papers
which used FCA in combination with ripple down rules to extract
ontological vocabulary from knowledge bases. Stumme and Maed-
che (2001) proposed the first FCA based ontology merging algo-
rithm. Jiang, Ogasawara, Endoh, and Sakurai (2003) used FCA in
combination with natural language processing for building an
ontology in the cardiovascular medicine domain.

The remainder of this paper is composed as follows. In Section 2
we describe recent papers on using FCA in text mining and linguis-
tics. In Section 3 we survey recent papers on web mining applica-
tions using FCA. In Section 4 we discuss recent papers on applying
FCA in software source code mining. In Section 5, we discuss recent
papers on applying FCA in bio-informatics, chemistry and medi-
cine. In Section 6 we survey the recent papers on using FCA in
ontology construction and merging. In Section 7 a concise over-
view of other related application domains is given. Section 8 con-
cludes the paper.
2. Text mining and linguistics

One of the most popular topics within the FCA research commu-
nity is ontology engineering. Multiple techniques have been de-
vised to semi-automatically build ontologies from unstructured
or semi-structured texts and to improve their quality (see Section 6
of this paper). In this section however we zoom in on the FCA-
based research in text mining which did not have the primary goal
to construct an ontology but to gain insight in textual documents.
We also give an overview of FCA-based research in linguistics. Ta-
bles 1 and 2 summarize the data and the underlying FCA-based
models used by the authors during analysis.

The paper of Maille, Statler, and Chaudron (2005) describes ini-
tial steps in the development of a Kontex system for identifying
causal factors in aeronautical incident reports. They use informa-
tion, captured in a relational database, about Outcome and Initial
Situation to cluster these reports. A generalized context (see cube
lattice Section 5.3.2, Poelmans et al., 2013) which can be trans-
formed in a regular FCA context and lattice is used to analyze this
information expressed by first-order literals. Further research will
focus on analyzing the free text part of the report. Roth, Obiedkov,
and Kourie (2008a), Roth, Obiedkov, and Kourie (2008b) use FCA in
combination with nested line diagrams and concept stability to
identify communities of researchers in scientific papers on a
well-defined topic. They use authors as objects and the notions
which they mentioned in one or more of their papers as attributes.
As a case study they looked at the zebrafish research community
from which they analyzed 25 authors and 18 words. To retain
the most important subcommunities they used concept stability
(Kuznetsov, 2007) as a pruning technique and to improve and to
make the visualization scalable for large communities they also
used nested line diagrams. Kuznetsov, Obiedkov, and Roth
(2007a) built further on this work and look more closely at the
peculiarities of intensional and extensional concept stability and
their practical relevance for analyzing knowledge communities.
Intensional stability, as it was also used by Roth et al. (2008a), Roth
et al. (2008b), measures how much a group of attributes depends
on some of its individual members and is thus particularly useful
for detecting unstable intents. The author shows the application
to a context where the objects are scientists and the topics on
which they work are attributes and the resulting concepts repre-
sent knowledge communities as groups of topics representative
of a field along with corresponding scientists. The first case study
zooms in on attendees of a conference and the second example is
again the zebrafish context. The author also looks at extensional
stability which indicates how a concept extent depends on partic-
ular attributes. The latter may be helpful for measuring how dura-
ble links between people within a community are. Empirical
validation of the usefulness of extensional stability was performed
on a dataset where objects are people and attributes indicate
attendance to social events. Finally the author shows how concept
lattices which were pruned using stability measures can be com-
pared to identify emerging and declining topics in a community.
Girault (2008) presents an unsupervised method for named entity
annotation based on concept lattices, where FCA is used to analyze
the relations between named entities and their syntactic depen-
dencies observed in a training corpus. In Pan and Fang (2009)
FCA was used to produce different levels of ontological concepts
from radiology reports. The authors compared the ontology con-
cept lattice of the radiology report’s content before and after the
adoption of the ‘‘picture archiving and communication system’’
and observed a delicate change in radiology report terms before
and after the adoption of the system. Boutari, Carpineto, and Nicol-
ussi (2010) use concept lattices from a document – term matrix to
expand short texts, which pose difficulties to many traditional text
mining algorithms. To overcome sparseness and the lack of shared
terms, the authors analyze the relationships between term con-
cepts in the document lattice and expand the texts with similar rel-
evant words. They experiment with five similarity measures
(proximity, concept similarity, connection strength, damping-
weighted proximity, proximity and strength) and two classification
techniques (k-NN classification and k-means clustering) and were
able to improve classification performance. Dufour-Lussier, Lieber,
Nauer, and Toussaint (2010) use FCA for adapting culinary recipes.
The user enters an ingredient which he or she would like to use to
replace another ingredient in a given recipe. Their system tries to
find an ingredient preparation prototype, which is a sequence of
culinary actions applied to the user-given ingredient, to replace
the ingredient which the user specified in the given recipe. The
authors first preprocess the given recipes into tree structures using
amongst others part-of speech tagging and regular expressions. In
case the user would like to replace an ingredient in a recipe by
some other ingredient the system first identifies the subtree con-
taining the ingredient to be replaced and then build a concept lat-
tice to identify recipes containing a sequence of culinary actions
performed to the ingredient which will replace the deleted one.
This concept lattice will have as objects those recipes containing
the user specified ingredient and can be used to identify the recipe



Table 1
Papers describing an application of FCA in text mining. Note that ontology-related research papers are described in Section 6.

Paper Data Methods Research goal

Maille et al. (2005) O = {incident reports}
A = {Outcome + Initial situation attributes}
I = {(o,a) e I|incident report o has outcome
or initial situation attribute a}

� Generalized cube lattice context
(see Section 5.3.2 of part one of this

survey)
� FCA

Cluster incident reports based on
their outcome and initial situation.

Kuznetsov et al. (2007) Two single-valued contexts:
1. O = {scientists}
A = {terms mentioned in article title and
abstract}
I = {(o,a) e I|scientist o mentioned term a in
the title or abstract of his paper related to
the conference}
2. O = {persons}
A = {social events}
I = {(o,a) e I|person o attended social event
a }

� FCA
� Intensional stability
� Extensional stability

Analyze the structure of scientific
communities

Roth et al. (2008a), Roth et al. (2008b) O = {authors}
A = {notions}
I = {(o,a) e I|author o used notion a in one of
his papers}

� FCA
� Concept stability
� Nested line diagrams

Represent the structure of a
knowledge community

Girault (2008) O = {named entities}
A = {syntactic co-texts + internal
components}
I = {(o,a) e I|named entity o has syntactic
co-text or internal component a}

� FCA
� Curvilinear component analysis for
visualization

Annotate named entities to make
them less ambiguous

Carpineto et al. (2009) O = {articles}
A = {phrases}
I = {(o,a) e I|phrase a appears in article o}

� SVM with lattice based kernel Automated text classification

Poelmans, Elzinga, Viaene, and Dedene
(2008, 2009), Poelmans, Elzinga,
Viaene, and Dedene (2010a)

O = {police reports}
A = {phrases}
I = {(o,a) e I|phrase a appears in article o}

� FCA
� Emergent Self Organizing Maps

� Explore textual information
� Automated text classification
� Improve expert knowledge
about domestic violence

Pan et al. (2009) O = {radiology reports}
A = {phrases}
I = {(o,a) e I|report o contains phrase a}

� FCA Comparison of radiology report
content before and after adoption
of PACS system

Boutari et al. (2010) O = {short texts}
A = {terms}
I = {(o,a) e I|term a appears in short text o}

� FCA
� Concept similarity, proximity,
connection strength, damping-
weighted proximity, proximity and
strength
� k-NN classification, k-means
clustering

Expanding short texts with
additional terms to reduce
context sparseness

Dufour-Lussier et al. (2010) O = {recipes containing the query
ingredient}
A = {actions performed in the recipe to the
query ingredient}
I = {(o,a) e I|culinary action a is performed
in recipe o}

� FCA
� Part-of speech tagging

Identify ingredients which can be
used to replace an ingredient in an
other recipe

Poelmans et al. (2010c, 2011b, 2012a),
Elzinga et al. (2010)

O = {criminals},
A = {observed indications}
I = {(o,a) e I|criminal o has indication a}

� FCA
� Temporal concept analysis

Identify human trafficking and
terrorism suspects from
observational police reports

Table 2
Papers describing an application of FCA in linguistics.

Paper Data Methods Research goal

Priss (2004) Single-valued context:
O = {meanings},
A = {words}
I = {(o,a) e I|word a has meaning o}

� FCA
� Neighborhood lattices

Exploration into possibilities of lattices for visually
representing lexical databases

Old (2006) O = {homographs},
A = {meaning}
I = {(o,a) e I|homograph o is associated to
meaning a if o has meaning a}

� Neighborhood lattices
� Type-10 chain components

Disambiguating homographs

Priss and Old, 2010 Single-valued context:
O = {words},
A = {hypernyms}
I = {(o,a) e I|word o has hypernym a}

� FCA
� Neighborhood lattices

Develop an FCA-based interface for browsing
WordNet

Falk et al. (2010), Falk
et al. (2011)

O = {French verbs},
A = {subcategorization frames}
I = {(o,a) e I|verb o is associated to frame a in an
existing subcategorization lexicon}

� FCA
� Concept stability,
separation and probability

Extract most relevant verb-frame associations
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containing the closest matching culinary action sequence to the
one which was applied to the deleted ingredient. In a final step
the text of that recipe is automatically modified to contain the
new information.

FCA was used in several security text mining projects. The goal
in each of these papers was to make an overload of information
available in an intuitive visual format that may speed up and im-
prove decision making by police investigators on where and when
to act. In the first case study, with the Amsterdam-Amstelland po-
lice which started in 2007, FCA was used to analyze statements
made by victims to the police. The concept of domestic violence
was iteratively enriched and refined, resulting in an improved def-
inition and highly accurate automated labeling of new incoming
cases (Poelmans, Elzinga, Viaene, & Dedene, 2011a). Later on the
authors made a shift to the millions of observational and very short
police reports from which persons involved in human trafficking
and terrorism were extracted (Elzinga, Poelmans, Viaene, Dedene,
& Morsing 2010, Poelmans et al., 2012a). In these security applica-
tions, suspects were mentioned in multiple reports and a detailed
profile of one suspect (and persons in his social network) depicted
as a lattice, with timestamps of the observations as objects and
indications as attributes helped to gain insight into his (their)
threat to society (Poelmans et al., 2011b). Recently Temporal Con-
cept Analysis (see Section 5.3.6 of part 1 of this survey) and its rela-
tional counterpart Temporal Relational Semantic Systems (TRSS,
Wolff 2010) were successfully applied to the analysis of chat con-
versations (Elzinga, Wolff, Poelmans, Viaene, & Dedene 2012, see
Section 3 of this paper).

Priss (2005b) sketched the possibilities of FCA in linguistics. Her
paper discussed how FCA could be used for analyzing linguistic
features, word sense disambiguation, ontology engineering, for-
malizing and merging lexical databases. Priss (2004) discusses
how FCA can be used to visually represent lexical databases, i.e. or-
ganized collections of words in electronic form. She performed an
in depth study of the structure of Roget’s thesaurus and how the
underlying tree-like structure and lexical relations can be opti-
mally represented in FCA. The author starts from a context which
has senses of words as objects and which has the words itself as
attributes and crosses indicate if a word has a certain sense. Since
the resulting concept lattice can become very large for Roget’s the-
saurus the author proposes to use neighborhood lattices. Starting
from a given word she applies several times the so-called plus-
operator which is used to obtain the semantic neighborhood of a
word from the thesaurus. This semantic neighborhood consists of
all words that share senses with the original word. This plus-oper-
ator can be applied one time or multiple times. In case it is applied
once the attributes are all senses of the original word, in case it is
applied multiple times the attributes will be all senses of all the
words in the neighborhood. An additional result of this research
is an online lattice-based system which can be used for exploring
Roget’s thesaurus. Priss and Old (2005) discuss how FCA can make
the Semantic Mirrors Method (Tyrik, 1998) simpler to understand.
The Semantic Mirrors Method is a method for automatic derivation
of thesaurus entries from a word-aligned parallel corpus. The
method is based on the construction of lattices of linguistic fea-
tures. The authors also use FCA for conceptual exploration of a
medium quality bilingual dictionary. Priss and Old (2006b) com-
bined FCA with relational algebra to further formalize her ap-
proach for visually representing lexical databases. She shows
how her approach can be used amongst others for analyzing words
and their antonyms using concept lattices. Old (2006) uses FCA and
in particular neighborhood lattices (Priss, 1996) to extract and
visualize homographs (objects), and their meaning (attributes)
with the aim of disambiguating them. Homographs are words with
identical spellings but different origins and meanings. The author
extracted 373 homographs from Roget’s International Thesaurus
(Berrey, 1962) and compared the performance of neighborhood lat-
tices with Type-10 chain components. Priss and Old (2010) and Choi
et al. (2008) build further on this work and investigate how FCA can
be used not only for Roget’s thesaurus but also for visualizing Word-
Net. WordNet has several structural differences from Roget’s the-
saurus which make it more difficult to apply neighborhood lattices
directly. WordNet groups words into sets of synonyms and each
set of synonyms belongs to a part-of speech namely a noun, a verb,
an adjective or an adverb. Based on this part-of speech the synonyms
set can participate in several semantic and lexical relationships. In
contrast to Roget’s thesaurus, in WordNet the synonym sets tend
to be smaller and tend to intersect only in one or sometimes two
words. Since the developers tried to deliberately avoid too much
overlap between synonym sets. Therefore building neighborhood
lattices which apply the plus-operator several times does not result
in interesting lattices. Therefore the authors took into account the
semantic relationships from WordNet while building the neighbor-
hood lattices. They chose to use the hypernym relation which they
used to build the hypernym neighborhood for a word. They selected
a subset of about 17000 individual nouns and verbs and used these
words as objects and their hypernyms as attributes. The results were
concept lattices which could also be used to explore the WordNet
lexical database. Zhang, Pei, and Chen (2007b) discuss the extraction
of fuzzy linguistic summaries from a continuous information sys-
tem. They use FCA in combination with degree theory to obtain these
fuzzy linguistic summaries. Falk and Gardent (2011) and Falk et al.
(2010) use French verbs as objects and subcategorization frames
as attributes. A subcategorization frame characterizes the number
and type of the syntactic arguments expected by a verb. The authors
use FCA to cluster these verbs and used concept stability, separation
and probability to extract the most relevant verb-frame
associations.
3. Web mining

In this section we discuss FCA-based web mining and improving
the quality of web search. Note that some of the papers reviewed in
this section are closely related to information retrieval or text min-
ing. The FCA based research on information retrieval has been sum-
marized in Poelmans et al. (2012b). The papers on web mining and
web search result improvement which we judged to be more related
to the KDD field are summarized here. For text mining the reader is
referred to Section 2 of this survey. While analyzing the papers on
this topic, we were able to discover some popular subtopics. Tables
3–8 and Fig. 1 summarize the papers of this section together with
their research topics and descriptions of their contents.

The first subtopic is periodic web personalization. Periodic web
personalization aims at recommending the most relevant re-
sources to a user during a specific time period by analyzing the
periodic access patterns of the user from web usage logs. Cho
and Richards (2004) developed a domain specific web search sys-
tem which reuses keywords and web pages previously entered
and visited by other persons. These keywords and web pages are
stored in a cache and are used to build a Concept Tree Map in
the form of a lattice. The query entered by a later user is matched
against this lattice and relevant web pages belonging to the most
relevant concept are proposed. If none of them is acceptable,
neighboring concepts are proposed or the user can search herself
for new information using a meta search engine and store new
concepts for later use. Zhou, Hui, and Chang (2005) use an FCA-
based model to mine association rules from web usage logs. The
rules can be used by a web page recommendation engine which
matches them with the user’s recent browsing history. The authors
compared the performance of FCA and a Apriori-based algorithm
on two session datasets from Microsoft’s Anonymous Web Data,



Table 4
FCA papers on web search result optimization.

Paper Data Methods Research goal

Du et al. (2009) Many-valued context:
O = {web pages}
A = {keywords}
I = interval e [0,1] based on the term frequency-inverse
document frequency (TF-IDF) score calculated for each
keyword in the web page

FCA Mining association rule for search result
optimization

Ignatov et al. (2009) Single-valued context:
O = {documents}
A = {shingles or fingerprints}
I = {(o,a) e I|document o contains the fingerprint a}

� FCA
� Shingling

Near duplicate detection

Carpineto et al. (2004) Web search results:
O = {URLs}
A = {terms in URL title and summary}
I = {(o,a) e I|term appears in the title or summary of URL o}

Iceberg lattice CREDO system for browsing search results

Koester (2005), Koester (2006) Web search results:
O = {URLs}
A = {terms in URL title and summary}
I = {(o,a) eI|term appears in the title or summary of URL o}

� FCA
� Attribute ranking

FooCA system for browsing search results

Ducrou et al (2007), Dau et al. (2008) Web search results:
O = {URLs}
A = {terms in URL title and summary}
I = {(o,a) e I|term appears in the title or summary of URL o}

FCA SearchSleuth system for browsing search
results

Kim et al. (2004), Kim et al. (2006) O = {home pages of staff and research students}
A = {keywords referring research topics}
I = {(o,a) e I|user annotated home page o with keyword a}

� FCA
� Conceptual scales

KANavigator system for small web
communities in specialized domains who
wants to browse and annotate documents.

Table 3
FCA papers on web personalization.

Paper Data Methods Research goal

Cho et al. (2004) Single-valued context:
O = {web documents}
A = {user’s query keywords}
I = {(o, a) e I|web document o contains keyword a}

� FCA
� Caching

Search engine for a specific domain
which reuses
keywords and web pages previously
used or visited by users

Zhou et al. (2005) Web usage data, single-valued context:
O = {browsing session}
A = {accessed web pages}
I = {(o,a) e I|during session o the page a was accessed}

� FCA
� Association rules

Recent browsing history is mined to
recommend web pages

Beydoun et al. (2007), (2008) Web usage data, single-valued context:
O = {web page URLs}
A = {keywords of session names}
I = {(o,a) e I|URL o was visited during a surfing trail
labeled by the user as a}

� FCA
� Association rules

Surfing trails are used to build a
lattice to recommend web pages

Table 5
FCA papers on mining emails.

Paper Data Methods Research goal

Cole et al. (2003), Eklund et al.
(2004)

Email archives:
O = {emails}
A = {virtual folders}
I = {(o,a) e I|email o contains the attributes of virtual
folder a}

FCA Conceptual Email Manager
(CEM) and
Mail-Sleuth software

Geng et al. (2008) Single-valued context:
O = {emails}
A = {keywords}
I = {(o,a) e I|email o contains the keyword a}

� FCA
� Concept selection using fuzzy
membership value

Identifying topics in emails
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which contains the pages accessed by users in the period of a week.
They claim that with FCA tools they generated 60% fewer rules
while maintaining comparable quality. Zhou, Hui, and Fong
(2006) use fuzzy FCA for a similar purpose. Beydoun, Kultchitsky,
and Manasseh (2007) introduce a system KAPUST which captures
user trails as they search the internet. Such a trail consists of a se-
quence of URLs which were visited during a browsing session. This
browsing session was annotated at the start by the user with key-
words referring to the search topic. The authors then construct a
semantic web structure from the trails and this semantic web
structure is expressed as a concept lattice. It is used to give user
recommendations in the form of categorized web page links which
may lead to more focused search results. Beydoun (2008) further
investigates the possibilities of applying this system for processing



Table 6
FCA papers on (web) service mining.

Paper Data Methods Research goal

Bruno et al. (2005),
Aversano et al.
(2006)

O = {web services}
A = {keywords}
I = keyword a appears in the service interface of service o

� FCA
� Natural language
processing

Identify services which are more generic or
specific than others
Identifying service operations requiring
common inputs or producing common outputs
Understanding the relationships between
operations of a complex service

Fenza et al. (2008),
2009)

Fuzzy context, web service descriptions:
O = {web services}
A = {ontological concepts}
I = relevance of ontological concept a in the description of the
capabilities of o

� Fuzzy C-Means
clustering
� Fuzzy FCA

Identifying relevant web services for a service
request

Azmeh et al. (2010) Single-valued context:
O = {web services}
A = {groups of similar operations}
I = web service o offers the functionality represented by the
corresponding group of similar operations a

�FCA
�Similarity
measures

Classify web services based on the operations
they offer

Chollet et al. (2012) Single-valued context:
O = {services}
A = {service technology, service functionalities and other non-
functional properties required and / or provided by the service}
I = service o has feature a

�FCA
�Concept selection
based on relevance

Fulfill a dynamic service request and select the
most appropriate services

Table 7
Social media mining with FCA.

Paper Data Methods Research goal

Ebner et al. (2010) Single valued context
:O = {twitter users}
A = {keywords in tweets }
I = {(o,a) e I|keyword a appears in a tweet of user o}

� FCA
� Keyword extraction

Analyzing the usefulness of twitter for
external participants who want to follow a
conference

Cuvelier et al.
(2011)

Single valued context:
O = {tweets}
A = {keywords}
I = {(o,a) e I|tweet o contains keyword a}

� FCA
� Topographic network of tags

Analyze content of tweets

Elzinga et al.
(2012)

O = {chat conversations},
A = {pedophile keywords}
I = {(o,a) e I|pedophile keyword a is used in chat
conversation o}

� FCA
� Temporal Concept Analysis
� Temporal Relational Semantic
Systems
� Nested line diagrams

Estimate threat level of a chat conversation

Table 8
Other papers on FCA-based web document clustering.

Paper Data Methods Research goal

Okubo et al. (2006) Single-valued context:
O = {web documents}
A = {feature terms}
I = {(o,a) e I|feature term a appears in web document o}

FCA Web document clustering

Ignatov et al. (2008) Single-valued context:
O = {firms}
A = {advertising terms}
I = {(o,a) e I|firm o bought the term a}

� FCA
� Frequent itemset mining

FCA based recommender system
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student’s virtual surfing trails. In a case study the web pages visited
by 12 students during 12 consecutive weeks were logged together
with their browsing session names. The final lattice contained 225
web pages, 98 keywords and 109 concepts. Huang and Li (2008b)
apply the method of Beydoun to recommend web pages to employ-
ees of an enterprise. An ontology containing information relevant
to this enterprise is constructed from keywords entered while
users were surfing.

The second closely related subtopic is search result optimiza-
tion. The results returned by web search engines for a given query
are typically formatted as a list of URLs accompanied by a docu-
ment title, a short summary of the document. Several FCA based
systems were developed for analyzing and exploring these search
results. CREDO (Carpineto and Romano, 2004), FooCA (Koester
2005; Koester 2006) and SearchSleuth (Dau, Ducrou, & Eklund
2008; Ducrou & Eklund, 2007) build a context for each individual
query which contains the result of the query as objects and the
terms found in the title and summary of each result as attributes.
The CREDO system then builds the top of the lattice digram which
is represented as a tree and can be interactively explored by the
user. FooCA shows the entire formal context to the user which
gives flexibility in selecting objects and attributes (e.g. according
to their ranking), applying stemming and stop word removal, etc.
SearchSleuth does not display the entire lattice but focuses on
the search concept, i.e. the concept derived from the query terms.
The user can easily navigate to its upper and lower neighbors and



Fig. 1. Lattice diagram containing papers on FCA and web mining.
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siblings. Kim and Compton (2004) presented FCA-based document
navigation system for small web communities in specialized do-
mains. Relevant documents can be annotated with keywords by
the users. Kim and Compton (2006) extended the search function-
ality by combing lattice-based browsing with conceptual scales to
reduce the complexity of the visualization.

Yang et al. (2008b) developed a topic-specific web crawler
which only gathers particular pages related to a specific topic
and traverses the web graph through a topic-relevant ordering in-
stead of breadth- or depth-first. Assigning a proper prediction
score to unvisited URLs is done using FCA and the semantic simi-
larity of concepts. Starting from a concept lattice which has visited
pages as objects, the core concepts which reflect the query topic
are extracted and a so-called concept similarity graph depicts
semantic similarity between core concepts and other concepts.
Du et al. (2009) present a method based on FCA for mining associ-
ation rules that can be used to match user queries with web pages
to avoid returning irrelevant web pages for search engine results.
The authors first divide webpages as follows: the so-called low-
adjacence set consists of all web pages that contain all user-query
words, the high-adjacence set consists of web pages which contain
only part of the user-query words. To identify related and unre-
lated web pages in the high adjacence set they use a 3-stage pro-
cess: constructing a concept lattice for the low-adjacence set,
mining association rules between non-user query words and
user-query words from this lattice and matching the user-query
with web pages using association rules. Ignatov and Kuznetsov
(2009) developed a method to detect near-duplicates in web
search results where sets of duplicates (documents) are given by
concept extents and similarity (common attributes) of documents
are given by concept intents.

For mining large email archives, the Conceptual Email Manager
(Cole et al., 2000, 2001, 2003) and Mail-Sleuth software (Eklund
2004) were developed. These plugins take emails as objects and
‘‘virtual folders’’ as attributes resulting in a lattice which is interac-
tively explored. More recently Geng et al. (2008) took emails as ob-
jects, keywords as attributes and built a lattice to identify email
topics. A fuzzy membership value was used during post-processing
to extract the concepts which best represent a single topic.
A web service is a software entity that provides a set of func-
tionalities described in a service description. Web services can be
composed to form a software application. However, retrieving
those web services meeting specifications given by a user is a chal-
lenging task. Several authors tried to use FCA for this purpose. Bru-
no, Canfora, Penta, and Scognamiglio (2005) and Aversano et al.
(2006) classified web services using FCA. The service lattices which
they generated represent web services and relationships between
them using keywords which were extracted from the web services
interfaces. This lattice can be used to identify services which per-
form the same type of task. The authors also use FCA for under-
standing complex services by analyzing service operations in the
service description. During more detailed analysis, parameter
names were extracted from individual service descriptions to
understand the service behavior. Fenza, Loia, and Senatore (2008,
2009) present a system which uses fuzzy FCA for supporting the
user in the discovery of semantic web services. This system is di-
vided into lower and upper layers. In the lower layer, the semantic
descriptions of the web services are transformed into fuzzy multi-
sets. This description is an OWL-S document that sketches the
capabilities of the service. Using Fuzzy C-Means clustering the
web services are grouped in fuzzy clusters. Fuzzy matchmaking
is performed to retrieve those services that are approximate replies
to the input request. In the upper layer a fuzzy formal context is
used to represent the prototypes (i.e. representative semantic
web services for the clusters retrieved in the lower layer) and the
given ontological concepts which are present or not. Navigating
in the lattice, the user can then discover terminology associated
to the web resources and may use it to generate an appropriate
service request. Azmeh et al. (2010) generate three different types
of concept lattices for classifying web services. The first concept
lattice maps web services against the operations which they offer.
In a second step they create a similarity matrix where objects are
operations and attributes are also operations and the values be-
tween 0 and 1 indicate how similar the operations are to each
other. Then they impose a threshold value to scale this many val-
ued context into a binary context. Afterwards a concept lattice is
created based on which operations which are similar are grouped
together. Finally, a concept lattice containing web services as
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objects and these groups of operations as attributes can be used to
make a final classification. This lattice shows which web services
offer which operations but also show interesting links between dif-
ferent web services and their operations. Chollet et al. (2012) start
from services which are the objects, these services can be of di-
verse nature and include web services. As attributes they use the
service functionalities and also other non-functional properties
which are required or provided by the service. The user makes a re-
quest which is in the form of a set of mandatory features and a set
of optional features. After such a request is received a concept lat-
tice is created however only the relevant concepts will be gener-
ated, namely concepts which only have non-functional features
in the intent are not relevant. This results in improved efficiency
for handling the request in real time.

Another emerging research topic is social media mining. Some
FCA researchers worked on topics such as blog mining, twitter
mining, etc. where the relationships between these web resources
and semantic tags were analyzed. Kim, Hwang, and Kim (2007b)
use FCA for mining internet blogs. They manually extracted tags
which become attributes of the context and bloggers which are
the objects of the context. From this lattice they extract bloggers
with similar interests. Ebner et al. (2010) used FCA to analyze
the content generated on twitter during and after a scientific con-
ference. They first extracted keywords using Yahoo term extraction
web service from the tweets and then used the twitter users as ob-
jects and the keywords in their tweets as attributes. FCA allowed
them to categorize twitter users and to understand the usefulness
of twitter for external participants who want to follow the topics of
the conference. Using FCA they were able to identify four groups of
tweets namely irrelevant, administrative and topical tweets as well
as topical discussions. They however found out that only a very
small percentage of the tweets was useful for external participants.
Cuvelier et al. (2011) used FCA in combination with a topographic
network consisting of keywords to analyze tweets on e-reputation
posted on Twitter. In their analysis tweets were used as objects
and keywords which they contained as attributes. To be able to ex-
plore this dataset with FCA they only visualized concepts with a
sufficient support and complemented their analysis with a varia-
tion of a topographic map containing keywords and links between
them if they were mentioned together. In both visualizations, key-
words which appeared significantly more than others were given
more weight in the visualization. Elzinga et al. (2012) applied
FCA in combination with Temporal Concept Analysis and Temporal
Relational Semantic Systems in the analysis of chat conversations
between a pedophile and his victim. First the dataset was obtained
from a public organization named Perverted Justice and was in-
dexed using a thesaurus containing keywords specified by domain
experts. From this initial concept lattice suspicious chat conversa-
tions were selected and Temporal Concept Analysis was used to
gain insight in the evolution over time of these suspicious chat
conversations. Temporal Concept Analysis made the different
phases in the chat conversations visible and allowed for quickly
gaining insight into their contents. To deal with possibly large lat-
tice visualizations the authors also experimented with nested line
diagrams.

Other papers applying FCA in web document clustering can be
briefly described as follows. Myat and Hla (2005) use FCA to cluster
textual web documents based on the terms they contain. The
authors first extract these terms and then apply tf-idf index to
determine their importance. Only terms with a score higher than
a given threshold are used to build a concept lattice. Okubo and
Haraguchi (2006) also use FCA for clustering web documents and
providing a conceptual meaning for each document cluster. Ducrou
(2007) presented DVD-Sleuth (based on Image-Sleuth, Ducrou
2006) which builds a concept lattice with DVD’s as objects and
description of these DVD’s as attributes. Hsieh et al. (2007) parse
user questions in natural language about basketball and use an
FCA-based model to return relevant Chinese web pages. Ignatov
and Kuznetsov (2008) used FCA to develop a recommender system
for internet advertisement which suggests potentially interesting
advertisement terms that can be bought. Chou and Mei (2008)
used web APIs as objects and tags describing these APIs as attri-
butes. They use fuzzy FCA to identify the best candidates for fulfill-
ing a service request of a user. Kirchberg et al. (2012) performed an
in-depth comparison of all performance aspects of analyzing large
amounts of sematic web data, obtained from the Internet, in real-
time. These aspects include preprocessing semantic web data into
an FCA-readable format and concept generation algorithm
scalability.
4. Software mining

35 of the 248 KDD papers are related to software mining and
describe how FCA can be used to gain insight in amongst others
software source code. The underlying model used by the majority
of authors working in this field is FCA’s single-valued formal con-
text and the concept lattice derived from it. The software elements
they used to build their FCA lattice differed however significantly
and in Table 9 and Fig. 2 we try to give an overview of the FCA con-
texts authors used in their research.

In Eisenbarth, Koschke, and Simon (2003), a semi-automatic
technique is presented for reconstructing the mapping of features
that are triggered by the user to the source code of the system. A
feature is a realized functional requirement of a system that makes
use of multiple computational units (e.g. classes, routines, subsys-
tems, etc.). Based on scenarios (corresponding to use case) which
are sequences of user inputs that trigger actions of a system with
observable results and the computational units they invoke, con-
cept lattices are derived which can be used to reconstruct the fea-
ture-unit map. Mens and Tourwé (2005) use FCA to delve a
system’s source code for relevant concepts of interest. They use
substrings of the names of source code entities to cluster them
and were able to discover code duplication, which concerns are ad-
dressed in the code, which patterns, coding idioms and conven-
tions were adopted and where and how are they implemented.
In Cole, Tilley, and Ducrou (2005), FCA is used to conceptually ana-
lyse relational structures in software source code and to detect
unnecessary dependencies between software parts. The lattices
are based on the call graph that indicates which classes contain
calls into which other classes. This information can for example
help. Pfaltz (2006) uses FCA to identify casual dependencies from
data containing execution traces as objects, executed operations
as attributes and crosses indicating which operations are executed
during which traces. They retain only logical implications for
which the generator precedes the remainder of the consequent in
all supporting trace sequences. In Cellier et al. (2008), FCA is used
in combination with association rules for fault localization in soft-
ware source code. The fault localization process starts with a trace
context which has execution traces as objects add all the source
code lines of the program as attributes. A cross in the formal con-
text indicates a line of code is executed during a trace. Two addi-
tional attributes indicate whether or not execution of the trace
failed. The author then searches for association rules based on
closed itemsets which have a set of executed lines in the premise
and the attribute FAIL in the conclusion. The algorithm used is de-
scribed in Cellier (2007). In the second step the author uses a rule
context in which objects are association rules and source code lines
are attributes. Each association rule is described by the lines of its
premise. The rules which are too specific to explain the error are at
the bottom of the resulting lattice, more general rules are higher in
the lattice. Wermelinger, Yu, and Strohmaier (2009) use FCA



Table 9
Formal Contexts and identified data structures in software mining papers.

Publication Objects O Attributes A Incidence relation I Identified Structures by means of concept lattices

Eisenbarth et al.
(2003)

Computational units: classes,
instructions, modules, subsystems,
etc

Software scenarios A pair (computational unit u, scenario s) is in relation I if
u is executed when s is performed

� Relationships between scenarios and computational
units
� Relationships between scenarios and features and
between features and computational units

Tonella et al. (2004) Execution traces associated with use
cases

Computational unit: class methods A pair (execution trace e, class method u) is in relation I
if u is executed by e.

� Refactoring options
� Detection of crosscutting functionality

Mens et al. (2005) Source code entities: classes,
packages, methods, parameters, etc.

Substrings of names of chosen source
code entities

A pair (source code entity c, name n) is in relation I if the
name of c contains n

� Programming idioms: polymorphic methods, chained
messages, delegating methods,
� Code duplication
� Design patterns
� Relevant domain concepts� Opportunities for
refactoring

Cole and Becker
(2005), Cole et al.
(2005)

1. Source code entities: classes,
packages

2. Packages

1. Source code entities: classes,
packages

2. Names in the path name of a
package

1. A pair (source code entity a, source code entity b) is
in relation I if b is directly or indirectly called by a
during execution

2. A pair (package p, name n) is in relation I if the name
of p contains n.

1. Class layers and cyclic dependencies
2. Insights in arrangement of packages

Pfaltz (2006) Execution traces Executed operations A pair (execution trace e, operation o) is in relation I if o
was executed during e

Causal dependencies between operations

Breu et al. (2006) Locations of method calls Methods A pair (location l, method m) is in relation I if m is called
at location l

Detection of cross-cutting concerns and aspect
candidates

Del Grosso et al. (2007) SQL queries Fields selected from the database
tables and conjuncts of query
conditions

A pair (query Q, field f) is in relation I if f is part of the
SELECT clause and a pair (query q, conjunct c) is in
relation I if c is part of the WHERE clause of q

Possible features that can be exported as services in
database-oriented applications.

Cellier et al. (2008) 1. Execution traces
2. Association rules

1. Lines of code and pass / fail attri-
bute for the trace

2. Lines of code

1. A pair (trace t, line l) is in relation I if l is executed by
trace t.

2. A pair (association rule a, line l) is in relation I if line l
is in the premise of a.

Lines of code which cause execution of a software
program to fail

Molloy et al. (2008) Users of the systems Permissions The pair (user u, permission p) is in relation I if user u
has permission p in the software system

User roles and role hierarchies

Wermelinger et al.
(2009)

Source code files Developers A pair (source code file f, developer d) is in relation I if d
worked on f during a specified period.

� Which developers have widest knowledge of system
� Software parts that may be at risk of becoming legacy
� Which developers can replace persons leaving the
project
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Fig. 2. Lattice diagram containing papers on FCA and software engineering.
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lattices to visualize the relations between the software artifacts
and to indicate developers who should fix the bugs in them. For
example, objects of the context can be source code files, attributes
are developers and the crosses indicate which developers worked
on which files for a given period of analysis. The authors experi-
mented with their method on the Bugzilla database for Eclipse
and argue for the advantages of FCA with respect to other tech-
niques on bi-partite and nested graphs.

Crosscutting concerns, i.e. functionalities that are not assigned
to a single modular unit in the implementation, is one of the major
problems in software evolution. Aspect Oriented Programming of-
fers mechanisms to factor them out into a modular unit, called an
aspect. In Tonella and Ceccato (2004), aspect identification in exist-
ing code is supported by means of dynamic code analysis. The
work of the authors builds further on the work on feature location
in source code in Eisenbarth et al. (2003). Execution traces are gen-
erated for the use cases that exercise the main functionalities of a
given application. The relationship between execution traces and
executed computational units is subjected to concept analysis.
The invoked computational units that traverse system’s use case
models can be abstracted into potential aspects for re-engineering
of the legacy system with Aspect Oriented System Design (AOSD).
This improves the system’s comprehensibility and enables migra-
tion of existing (object-oriented) programs to aspect-oriented
ones. Breu, Zimmermann, and Lindig (2006) mined aspects from
Eclipse by analyzing where developers added code to the program
over time. A so-called transaction collects all code changes be-
tween two versions made by a programmer. Newly inserted meth-
od calls may result in cross-cutting concerns and aspect
candidates. An aspect candidate consists of one or more calls to
certain methods that are spread throughout the source code across
several method locations. Other authors who worked on FCA-based
aspect mining are Su, Zhou, and Zhang (2008) and Qu and Liu
(2007). In Del Grosso, Penta, and Guzman (2007), an approach is
proposed to identify pieces of functionality to be potentially ex-
ported as services from database-oriented applications. Database
queries, dynamically extracted during the execution of the applica-
tion over its main scenario, are clustered with FCA in concepts, po-
tential services aiming to insert or retrieve information to or from
the database are identified.

Role Based Access Control (RBAC) is a methodology for provid-
ing user roles in an IT system with specific permissions like read or
write. Molloy et al. (2008) use FCA for mining roles from user-per-
mission and user-attribute information to complement the costly
top-down approaches for RBAC. The human-intensive top-down
approach for constructing an RBAC system consists of performing
a detailed analysis of business processes and deriving roles from
them. Role mining is a bottom up approach that tries to discover
roles from existing system configuration data. Dau and Knechtel
(2009) apply FCA in combination with Description Logics to cap-
ture the RBAC constraints and for deriving additional constraints.
The RBAC matrix is formalized as a triadic context from which dya-
dic contexts are derived. Using attribute exploration on these con-
texts, unintended implications between different roles, document
types or permissions are derived and additional constraints are ex-
pressed with Description Logics.

5. Bioinformatics, chemistry and medicine

In this section we discuss applications of FCA in biology, chem-
istry or medicine. Tables 10–12 and Fig. 3 summarize the FCA pa-
pers with applications in these fields. The most popular topic in the
bioinformatics domain is gene expression data analysis. In chemis-
try this is the analysis of the relationship between molecular



Table 10
Papers describing an application of FCA in bioinformatics.

Paper Data Methods Research goal

Besson et al. (2004, 2005),
Pensa et al. (2004a),
Pensa et al. (2004b)

1. Gene expression data, many-valued context:
O = {genes},
A = {biological situations },
I = expression value of gene o in biological situation e [0 . . .1]
2. Transcription factor regulation of genes, single-valued context:
O = {genes},
A = {transcription factors },
I ={(o,a) e I|transcription factor a regulates gene o}

� Concept mining
� Constraints
� Discretization

Mining concepts under constraints

Choi et al. (2006, 2008) Gene expression data, 24 single-valued contexts: � Discretization of
continuous
expression value
� FCA
� Lattice comparison
based on common
subgraphs

Identify biological relationships in gene
expression data of influenza infected and
healthy mouse lung tissue

O = {genes},

A = {8 discretized gene expression values + 21 biological
attributes},
I = {(o,a) e I|gene o has attribute a}

Motameny et al (2008),
Gebert et al. (2008)

Gene expression data,
Many-valued context:
O = {genes},
A = {situations},
I = Genes expression value e{1 . . .65535}

FCA with interordinal
scaling

Identify biomarkers for breast cancer

Kaytoue et al. (2009) Gene expression data,
Many-valued context:
O = {genes},
A = {situations},
I = Genes expression value e{1 . . .65535}

� FCA with
interordinal scaling
� Interval pattern
structures

Identify co-expressed genes

Bertaux et al. (2009, 2011) Macroscopic plant species living in water bodies data, fuzzy
many-valued context:
O = {species},
A = {traits},
I = affinity e{0. . .100}

� Histogram scaling:
transformation to
binary context
� FCA

Identify ecological traits to assess water
quality

Wollbold et al. (2009) 1. State context, single valued:
O = {state labels}
A = {gene regulators}
I = {(o,a) e I|gene regulator a is active in state o}
2. Transition context single valued:
O = {transition between states}
A = {gene regulators}
I = {(o,a) e I|gene regulator a is activated during state transition o}

� FCA
� Attribute
exploration

Build a knowledge base about the states and
transitions of a gene regulatory network of
a bacterium

Keller et al. (2012) Single valued context:
O = {gene sets},
A = {diseases},
I = {(o,a) e I|gene o is significantly up regulated in biopsy tissue
from subjects having disease a relative to tissue from living
donors who do not have the disease}

� FCA Determine disease similarity
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structure and biological activity of chemical compounds (quantita-
tive structure–activity relationship). In the medicine papers we see
an emerging trend, namely applying FCA (in combination with
some other techniques) to the analysis of time series data. Note
that the papers on ontology engineering in the medical domain
are described in Section 7. (See Fig. 4 and Table 13).

The mechanism that produces a protein from its gene is called
gene expression and makes use of messenger RNA. A gene expres-
sion dataset is a many-valued context in which each row corre-
sponds to a gene, each column corresponds to a sample and the
attribute (expression) values indicate the abundance of mRNA in
a sample. The first papers published on the application of FCA to
the analysis of gene expression data were Besson et al. (2004,
2005). They introduced the D-miner algorithm which can be used
to compute concepts under certain constraints (e.g. minimal and
maximal frequency). Compared to other closed itemset mining
techniques it performs better on dense Boolean datasets with large
dimensions. Their method was empirically validated on UCI bench-
mark and gene expression datasets. The authors analyzed the
expression values of 20000 genes before and after a perfusion of
insulin in the skeletal muscle, 5 microarrays were recorded for
healthy persons and 5 for type 2 diabetic patients. After discretiza-
tion of these data and applying feature selection, the context with
8171 genes was merged with a Boolean context which indicates
the transcription factors (proteins which specifically recognize
and bind DNA regions of the genes) that regulate certain genes.
In Potter (2005) a FCA-based method was developed for micro ar-
ray data comparison. Choi, Laubenbacher, Duca, Lam, and Huang
(2006) and Choi et al. (2008) build further on this work and start
from micro array data representing the expression value of
11051 genes in the lung tissue of mice that were placed in 4 differ-
ent situations (normal, infected by flu, in cigarette smoke, flu and
in cigarette smoke). For each situation expression values were
measured at 6 time points. The authors discretized these expres-
sion values in 8 Boolean attributes which were combined with
21 Boolean biological attributes in this case protein motif families.
Concept lattices were created for each of the 24 (6 � 4) samples
and were compared to each other using a distance metric based
on common subgraphs. Motameny, Versmold, and Schmutzler
(2008) and Gebert, Motameny, Faigle, Forst, and Schrader (2008)



Table 12
Papers describing an application of FCA in medicine.

Paper Data Methods Research goal

Sato et al. (2007) Time series of test results single valued context:
O = {patients}
A = {daily text data}
I = {(o,a) e I|daily test data a appears in the test results of
patient o}

� FCA
� Weighted
undirected
graphs

Identify clusters of patients with similar test
result data

Jay et al. (2008a), Jay et al. (2008b) Network data, single valued context:
O = {patients}
A = {hospital}
I = {(o,a) e I|patient o has been treated in hospital a}

� Iceberg
lattices
� Stability
indexes

Gain insight in cancer patient flows between
hospitals

Poelmans et al. (2010) Time series of activities performed to patients, single –
valued context:
O = {patients}
A ={activities}
I = {(o,a) e I|activity a was performed to patient o}

� FCA
� Hidden
Markov Models

Identify quality of care issues for breast cancer
patients

Egho et al. (2011) Network data, single valued context:
O = {patients}
A ={sequences of hospitals}
I = {(o,a) e I|patient o was hospitalized sequentially in
the hospitals in sequence a}

� FCA
� Sequential
pattern mining

Gain insight in cancer patient flows between
hospitals

Sklenar et al. (2005), Sigmund et al.
(2005), Belohlavek et al. (2007),
(2011)

Physical activity questionnaire data, many-valued
context:
O = {respondents}
A = {questions}
I = respondent’s answers to questions

� FCA with
interordinal
scaling
� Fuzzy FCA

Identify dependencies between demographic
data and degree of physical activity

Rouane-Hacene et al. (2009), Villerd
et al. (2010)

Single valued context:
O = {case reports}
A ={taken drugs or adverse drug reaction}
I = {(o,a) e I|case report o describes a patient who took
drugs a or had adverse drug reaction a}

� FCA
� Iceberg lattice
� Informative
generic basis

Identify drug reaction combinations and drug
interactions

Messai et al. (2011) Two single valued contexts:
O = {patient cases}A = {clinical information from the
patient’s profile and conformity of the decision with
CPG}
I = {(o,a) I|patient case o has clinical characteristic a }

� FCA
� Conceptual
scaling

Identifying patient characteristics which lead to
noncompliance with CPG of physician in his
decision

Table 11
Papers describing an application of FCA in chemistry.

Paper Data Methods Research goal

Richards et al. (2003) Classification rules in knowledge base, single valued
context:
O = {classification rules’ conclusions}
A = {classification rules’ conditions}
I = {(o,a) e I|the knowledge base contains a rule with
a in the antecedent and o in the consequent}

� Ripple-Down Rules (RDR)
� FCA

Restructure chemical pathology KBs
by removing redundancy, generating
higher level rules, etc.

Blinova et al. (2003), Ganter et al. (2004),
Kuznetsov and Samokhin (2005),

Descriptions of molecular graphs
Pattern structures (G, (D,), d) on graphs:
O = {names of compound}
A = {molecular subgraphs}
I = {(o,a) e I|molecular subgraph a occurs in
compound o}

� JSM-method
� Pattern-based learning

Predict biological activity of chemical
compounds

Lounkine et al. (2008) Descriptions of molecular graphs and their activity
O = {molecular fragments and combinations of
fragments}
A = {biological activity}
I = {(o,a) e I|molecular fragment o has activity a}

� FCA
� Conceptual Scaling

Identify molecular fragments and
fragment combinations which are
specific for compound activity classes

Stumpfe et al. (2011) O = {chemical compounds}
A = {selectivity measured by potency ratio}
I = {(o,a) e I|compound o has a potency ratio larger
than a certain threshold in the absence of a
particular target a}

� FCA
� Conceptual scaling

Analyze the relationships between
the structure of chemical compounds
and their selectivity towards certain
targets
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use an FCA-based model to identify combinatorial biomarkers of
breast cancer from the expression values of 22215 genes, mea-
sured in 50 issue samples (20 metastasis, 28 primary tumors and
2 healthy). Combinatorial biomarkers are sets of genes that can
distinguish healthy from cancer tissue or metastasis from primary
tumor. In Kaytoue, Duplessis, Kuznetsov, and Napoli (2009), Kay-
toue, Kuznetsov, Napoli, and Duplessis (2011), FCA in combination
with interordinal scaling is compared to pattern structures (Ganter
& Kuznetsov, 2001) based on interval vectors for mining and clus-
tering gene expression data and extracting co-expressed genes.
Using interval-based pattern structures is shown to be computa-
tionally efficient and to bring better interpretable results. Woll-
bold, Guthke, and Ganter (2008) start from time-series of mRNA
and protein concentrations and derive using FCA a knowledge base
consisting of a set of transition rules between states. Gene regula-
tory networks describe the interplay between the concentrations
of different mRNA molecules and using the proposed system rea-
soning over temporal dependencies within gene regulatory



Fig. 3. Lattice diagram containing papers on FCA and applications in biology, chemistry or medicine.

Fig. 4. Lattice diagram containing papers on FCA and ontologies.
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networks becomes possible. Wollbold et al. (2009) use FCA and
attribute exploration for building a knowledge base about a gene
regulatory network of a bacterium. This bacterium has several
states in which certain genes and gene regulators are active (repre-
sented by the author in the state context). Different exogenous fac-
tors may trigger a transition between two states and the transition
context of the authors indicates which genes and gene regulators
are activated during a transition. The transitive context derived
from the transition context contains pairs of states such that the
output state emerges from the input state by some transition se-
quence. On this context attribute exploration is performed to ob-
tain a complete knowledge base. Wollbold et al. (2011) studied
gene expression data of arthritic patients using Temporal CA. Time
series of mRNA concentration levels in synovial cells from arthritic
patients were measured and for small sets of interesting genes
these data were represented as life tracks in transition diagrams.
Bertaux, Le Ber, Braud, and Tremolieres (2009) describe a method
to identify ecological traits of species based on the analysis of their
biological characteristics. The complex structure of the dataset is
first formalized by a fuzzy many-valued context. The concepts of
the scaled context were interpreted by a hydrobiologist as sets of
ecological traits. Keller, Eichinger, and Kretzler (2012) use FCA to
determine disease similarity through analyzing the extent to
which the gene sets which are significantly up regulated are over-
lapping. In their first analysis they used genes as objects and seven
chronic renal diseases as attributes and the concept lattice showed
which diseases shared which up regulated genes compared to
healthy tissue. In their second experiment they used FCA to find
genes whose protein products interact with those of the renal dis-
ease genes.

Richards and Malik (2003a) use their method described in Sec-
tion 5.1 to restructure knowledge bases containing classification
rules in the domain of chemical pathology. In Blinova, Dobrynin,
Finn, Kuznetsov, and Pankratova (2003), Ganter, Grigoriev,
Kuznetsov, and Samokhin (2004) and Kuznetsov and Samokhin
(2005) biological activity of chemical compounds is studied with
FCA tools. In Blinova et al. (2003) molecular graphs of the com-
pounds are represented by attributes sets, where attributes are units



Table 13
Papers in which FCA is used for constructing an ontology.

Publication Ontology
language

Input Method Output

Jiang et al. (2003) Japanese � 368 textual discharge summaries from the car-
diovascular medicine domain
� Standard dictionary of Japanese diagnostic

terms

1. NLP subsystem extracts diagnostic terms and medical com-
pound phrases

2. FCA lattice is used to identify implications between medical
concepts

3. validation by 5 clinicians of the results

1. 4724 compound medical phrases corresponding to
medical concepts

2. 7666 semantic relations between medical concepts
3. 73% of compound medical phrases were meaningful,

57,7% of attribute implication pairs were relevant
Soon et al. (2004) English Appendix of European Water Framework Directive

describing surface water monitoring domain
1. manual extraction of verbs and corresponding direct objects

(nouns)
2. filtering to retain only verbs whose subjects refer to actors

performing the monitoring activity
3. cross table with verbs as attribute and corresponding nouns as

objects
4. action lattice which can be used to analyse the surface water

monitoring domain
5. Entailment theory is used to capture additional semantic rela-

tions between verbs (actions)

Action lattice and additional entailments which can be used
for creating task-oriented ontologies

Cimiano et al. (2005) English
and
German

� Tourism domain: texts were acquired from 2
web sites and the British National Corpus, 118
million tokens
� Finance domain: Reuters news from 1987, 185

million tokens

1. Part-of-speech tagging of corpus using TreeTagger and parsing
of corpus with LoPar

2. Extraction of verb / subject, verb/object and verb/preposi-
tional phrase dependencies from parse trees

3. FCA context has extracted nouns as objects and the corre-
sponding verbs as attributes

4. Addressing data sparseness, removal of verb/ argument pairs
with weight below a threshold

5. Pruning of lattice resulting in concept hierarchy
6. Comparison of generated concept hierarchy with results of

hierarchical agglomerative clustering and Bi-Section-k-means

1. Two automatically acquired concept hierarchies from
texts in finance and tourism domain

2. FCA has higher recall and similar precision than hierar-
chical agglomerative clustering and Bi-Section-k-means

Xu et al. (2006) English1 DUC 2004 multi-document summarization dataset
containing 50 sets with on average 10 documents,
149 event terms and 76 named entities each.

1. Preprocessing with GATE to extract named entities and verbs
2. Building a cross table in which event terms are objects and

named entities are attributes. Event term a is related to named
entity o if o is associated to a and to another named entity in
the text

3. Event ontology is built from the lattice and relevance of events
is determined using various metrics

1. Event ontology for the input texts
2. Event relevance measures

Gamallo et al. (2007) English � 25 million word tokens, ACL Anthology corpus
consisting of articles published in the field of
computational linguistics� Initial list of 175 terms

1. Clustering by abstraction: starting from some very specific
classes relevant in the domain, i.e. few terms in extent and
many lexico-syntactic contexts with which they co-occur in
the intent, 2 clustering methods are subsequently applied to
generate generic classes

2. Clustering by specification starting from very generic classes, a
few lexico-syntactic contexts are now the extent and the
words shared by those contexts the intent, again clustering
is applied but this time to make the classes more specific

3. Validation by 3 human experts on the quality of the generic
clusters and classification of new terms into their clusters

1. 201 generic classes containing 803 different terms, 600
new terms were extracted

2. 803 specific classes with 297 different terms
3. Only 5% of classification were judged as senseless

Bendaoud et al. (2008) English � SIMBAD database containing celestial objects and
their properties� Collection of 11591 abstracts
published between 1994 and 2002 in the
Astronomy and Astrophysics journal.

1. NLP is used to extract celestial objects and their properties
from paper abstracts

2. A concept lattice is built from the extracted object-attribute
pairs.

3. A concept lattice with 470 objects and 92 properties is built
from the information in the SIMBAD database.

4. Apposition of the text-based and SIMBAD -based lattices
5. Transformation of this final lattice into FLE-encoded ontology.

Enriched ontology represented in

Quan et al. (2006b) English 9000 records of machine fault conditions reported
by clients which are stored in a customer service

1. Extracting keywords and phrases from the service records Machine service ontology containing information on
machine faults and which web services may be used to

(continued on next page)
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of a specially designed Fragmentary Code of Substructure Superpo-
sition (FCSS) descriptor language. Hypotheses about structural clas-
ses of biological activity (toxicity) were generated as JSM-
hypotheses. In Ganter et al. (2004) and Kuznetsov and Samokhin
(2005) the authors use graph pattern structures in combination with
several machine learning techniques such as JSM-hypotheses, deci-
sion trees, etc. to understand structural causes of biological activity
and make predictions of activity. Lounkine, Auer, and Bajorath
(2008) use FCA to analyze structure-activity relationships between
compounds with overlapping biological activities. They use molecu-
lar subgraphs, also known as fragments, as objects and the activities
which they have as attributes. The molecular subgraphs are ob-
tained after applying hierarchical fragmentation of the original com-
pound. Then conceptual scaling is used to reduce the complexity of
the lattices. The set of fragments is subdivided into different subsets
based on potency levels, the number of molecules in which a frag-
ment combination occurs and based on their activity i.e. whether
they are only present in active compounds or in inactive molecules.
The goal of this research is to identify molecular fragments and frag-
ment combinations which are specific for certain compound activity
classes. Their method can also be applied to distinguish compound
classes from one another and to search for active and highly potent
compounds via simple substructure queries. Stumpfe, Lounkine, and
Bajorath (2011) used FCA to analyze the relationships between the
structure of chemical compounds and their selectivity towards cer-
tain targets. The authors used molecules as objects and bioactivity
annotations as attributes. They subdivided the dataset consisting
of compounds into several subsets based on their selectivity which
is measured by their potency ratio in absence or presence of several
targets. The goal of their research is to develop a method which can
be used to query for compounds having a certain selectivity profile
which allows for the detection of molecules which are not necessar-
ily structurally similar to each other.

Sklenar, Zacpal, and Sigmund (2005) used FCA to evaluate epi-
demiological questionnaire physical activity data to find depen-
dencies between demographic data and degree of physical
activity. Belohlavek, Sklenar, Zacpal, and Sigmund (2007) build fur-
ther on the work of Sklenar et al. (2005) and Sigmund, Zacpal, Skle-
nar, and Fromel (2005) by aggregating respondents and using
fuzzy values to indicate the relative frequency of the attributes in
the aggregated objects. Sato, Okubo, Haraguchi, and Kunifuji
(2007) use FCA to find and explain similarities in the time series
data related to medical test results. Case search systems may help
diagnose a new patient by identifying past examples who had the
same or similar set of symptoms, daily test results data etc. The
formal concepts they extract from a weighted undirected graph,
have patients in the extent and the daily test data they share in
the intent. Jay et al. (2008) apply the stability index to choose bet-
ter medical treatment trajectories for cancer patients. Their analy-
ses also allow them to identify collaboration and flows of patients
between hospitals. Egho, Jay, Raissi, and Napoli (2011) build fur-
ther on this work and apply sequential pattern mining to this data
resulting in sequences of hospitals (represented by attributes)
where patients (represented by objects) were hospitalized during
their cancer treatment. Poelmans et al. (2010) combine FCA with
Hidden Markov Models to analyze patient – care activity data. Hid-
den Markov Models are used to identify the most frequent stan-
dard care pathway as well as care pathway deviations and
exceptional situations. After identifying anomalies in these process
models the authors use FCA to identify and explain the root causes
for these anomalies. The authors found multiple quality of care is-
sues and key interventions not performed to breast cancer pa-
tients. The resulting information formed the basis for
optimization of the delivered care. Rouane-Hacene, Toussaint,
and Valtchev (2009) and Villerd, Toussaint, and Lillo-Le Louët
(2010) used FCA for analyzing case reports on adverse reactions
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to medicines. These reports capture patient characteristics
including demographic data, a description of the observed adverse
reaction and the suspected drugs. The goal of their analysis is two-
fold namely to identify safety signals, i.e. drug reaction combina-
tions and drug interactions. In particular, combinations of several
drugs leading to a single adverse drug reaction are of interest.
The objects in their study are case reports and the attributes are
the taken drugs before the observed reactions. From this formal
context they derive an iceberg lattice and the informative generic
basis containing exact association rules. They validated their study
on the spontaneous reporting system database of the French Med-
icine Agency. Messai, Bouaud, Aufaure, Zelek, and Séroussi (2011)
use FCA to identify patient-related characteristics which may lead
to noncompliance with Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPG) of the
physician in his decisions. The authors used two datasets: one
where decisions were made during multidisciplinary staff meet-
ings where no clinical decision support system was used, a second
containing cases where decisions were made during multidisci-
plinary staff meetings where a clinical decision support system
was used. The objects were patient cases the attributes were clin-
ical characteristics of these cases as well as information on the con-
formity of the decision of the physicians with respect to CPG. They
first used conceptual scaling to transform this information into sin-
gle valued contexts and then reduced the set of attributes in these
single valued contexts to keep only those attributes which are re-
lated only to nonconformity or conformity. In these reduced lat-
tices the authors looked for concepts which would cause
nonconformity of multidisciplinary staff meetings with CPG in
the domain of breast cancer management. They found that in case
no clinical decision support system was in use, compliance with
CPG is only the case for easy patient cases. For patients with a more
serious condition there was typically no compliance with CPG.
After the introduction of a clinical decision support system the
number of cases for which there were no compliant decisions dras-
tically reduced.

6. FCA in ontology engineering

Ontologies were introduced as a means of formally representing
systems of concepts constituting human knowledge (Gruber 1995).
Their purpose is to model a shared understanding of the reality as
perceived by some individuals in order to support knowledge
intensive applications (Gruber 2009). An ontology typically con-
sists of individuals or objects, classes, attributes, relations between
individuals and classes or other individuals, function terms, rules,
axioms, restrictions and events. The set of objects that can be rep-
resented is called the universe of discourse. The axioms are asser-
tions in a logical form that together comprise the overall theory
that the ontology describes in its domain of application. Ontologies
are typically encoded using ontology languages, such as the Ontol-
ogy Web Language (OWL). Whereas ontologies often use hierarchi-
cal representations for modeling the world, FCA has the benefit of a
non-tree hierarchical partial order representation which has a lar-
ger expressive power (Christopher 1965). A key objective of the
semantic web is to provide machine interpretable descriptions of
web services so that other software agents can use them without
having any prior ‘‘built-in’’ knowledge about how to invoke them.
Ontologies play a prominent role in the semantic web where they
provide semantic information for assisting communication among
heterogeneous information repositories.

As we can see in Fig. 4, 12% of the FCA papers discuss ontology-
related research topics. In Section 7.1 we zoom in on the construc-
tion of ontologies using FCA, covering 29 of the 133 papers. 11 of
the papers are about improving the quality of ontologies and are
discussed in Section 7.2. In Section 7.3 we describe the 24 papers
using FCA in ontology mapping and merging. 16 of the papers
use fuzzy theory in combination with FCA for ontology construc-
tion or merging.

6.1. Ontology construction

An important topic in the FCA literature is how ontologies can
be designed in an efficient manner. The unifying theme across
ontology acquisition approaches is the considerable effort associ-
ated with developing, validating and connecting ontologies. The
authors used FCA mostly as an ontological concept as an engine
for extraction of concept hierarchies. The majority of them work
with unstructured texts such as medical discharge summaries,
RSS feeds, scientific papers, etc. Also semi-structured and struc-
tured information is used such as the information available in dig-
ital archive of a museum. If authors analyse unstructured texts
they often use NLP tools for data preprocessing. With NLP they ex-
tract terms, phrases, lexico-syntactic contexts etc. from a corpus of
texts. Sometimes they just start with a given initial set of terms. A
concept lattice can be derived from this data and used for extract-
ing ontological classes of terms, a hierarchical ordering of these
concepts, implications between classes etc. Finally, this new onto-
logical knowledge can be stored in e.g. OWL and new incoming
texts can be categorized using this ontology. DL can be used to en-
code domain axioms and for reasoning purposes. Since the initial
publications by amongst others Debbie Richards (University of
Macquarie Australia), Philipp Cimiano (University of Karlsruhe)
and Andreas Hotho (University of Kassel), FCA became a popular
instrument for building ontologies all over the world. Cimiano,
Hotho, Stumme, and Tane (2004), discuss and present several
examples on how FCA can be used to support ontology engineering
and how ontologies can be exploited in FCA applications. Richards
(2006) promotes using FCA for building personal and ad hoc ontol-
ogies which may help gaining understanding of the research do-
main. Just like in software engineering such a prototype can be
rapidly developed at a relatively low cost and stimulate explora-
tion of domain and individual specific concepts.

Jiang et al. (2003) use FCA in combination with NLP for semi-
automatically building a Japanese ontology in the cardiovascular
medicine domain. As input the authors used textual discharge
summaries and a standard dictionary of Japanese diagnostic terms
MEDIS. Their NLP subsystem is based on the Japanese morpholog-
ical analysis system ChaSen which they used for domain depen-
dent term recognition. On top of ChaSen they introduced a
heuristic algorithm for extracting compound nouns, also called
compound medical phrases consisting of more than one noun.
With FCA they extracted attribute implications and semantic rela-
tions between medical concepts and compound medical phrases.
The relevance of these medical concepts and implications was val-
idated by a medical expert panel. Soon and Kuhn (2004) use FCA
for producing task-oriented ontologies. Verbs and nouns are ex-
tracted from a document that depicts user actions during a surface
water monitoring process. The resulting so-called action context,
has verbs as attributes, the nouns as objects and a cross in the con-
text indicates the co-occurrence of respective verb and noun in the
text. Entailment theory (Fellbaum 1990) is used to model addi-
tional semantic relations between verbs (actions). The action lat-
tice and these entailments may be used for building an ontology
describing the actions which are to be undertaken in the surface
water monitoring domain. Cimiano, Hotho, and Staab (2005) ap-
plied FCA and NLP to textual data from the tourism and finance do-
main to automatically learn ontological concept hierarchies. First
these texts were Part-of-Speech tagged, i.e. each word is assigned
its syntactic category (noun, adjective, verb etc.), and then parsed,
resulting in a parse tree for each sentence. The syntactic dependen-
cies verb/object, verb/subject and verb/prepositional phrase are
derived from these trees and used to create a context in which
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the verbs are attributes and the nouns are objects. A weighting and
pruning of pairs below a fixed weight threshold is performed to ad-
dress data sparseness issues. The result is a lattice from which a
concept hierarchy can be automatically derived. The authors found
FCA had a better recall and similar precision than the hierarchical
agglomerative clustering and Bi-Section-k-means methods. In Xu,
Li, Wu, Li, and Yuan (2006) FCA is used to build an event ontology
from a set of textual documents. An event is defined as a triple con-
sisting of an event term (a verb or action-denoting noun) and two
named entities which it relates. These event components are ex-
tracted from texts using GATE and related to each other in a con-
text. From the resulting lattice, an event ontology for the input
data is derived. The authors explore various relevance measures
to derive event relevance. Event relevance is important in event-
based document summarization, which attempts to select and
organize the sentences in a summary with respect to the events
that the sentences describe. Gamallo, Lopes, and Agustini (2007)
start from 25 million word tokens from technical articles in the
field of computational linguistics and an initial list of 175 terms.
The authors extract lexico-syntactic contexts of these terms and
the formal context indicates which terms co-occur with which lex-
ico-syntactic contexts. Using their so-called abstraction and speci-
fication operators inspired by FCA theory these terms are grouped
in semantic classes. The resulting clusters can be represented by a
concept lattice where a concept intent of this lattice contains lex-
ico-syntactic contexts which co-occur in the corpus with all the
terms in the extent. Bendaoud, Toussaint, and Napoli (2008) pro-
pose an FCA-based system for semi-automatically enriching an ini-
tial ontology from a collection of texts in the astronomy domain.
The authors encoded existing domain knowledge in a concept for-
mal context with celestial objects as objects and types of celestial
objects as attributes. Using text mining techniques they con-
structed a context with celestial bodies as objects and phrases in
the texts as attributes and then merged the two contexts by appo-
sition. From the concept lattice of this merged context, an enriched
ontology represented in Description Logics was derived. In (Rich-
ards 2004) the author showcases her method based on Ripple-
Down Rules and FCA (described in Section 5) in the biology domain
on four knowledge bases, about a plant which she first merges and
then analyzes using FCA. From the concept lattice an ontology
based on RDR knowledge base is reverse engineered.

Other attempts using FCA for building an ontology include the
following papers which presented some interesting examples and
background knowledge about various application domains. Chang
(2007) start from 525 documents from the Electronic Theses and
Dissertation System and use the keywords assigned by the authors
as attributes. Using FCA they derive an ontology which they com-
bine in Chang and Huang (2008) with Naïve Bayes for classifying
unseen documents. Fang, Chang, and Chi (2007) integrate FCA with
Protégé to build an ontology-based knowledge sharing platform,
containing information about the acupuncture points from tradi-
tional Chinese medicine, for patients and physicians. Xu and Xiao
(2009) contemplate on how FCA can be used to build a computer
network management information specification ontology. Bao,
Zhou, and He (2005) discuss how an iterative ontology building
process using FCA for the construction of a pressure component de-
sign ontology would look like. Chi, Hsu, and Yang (2005) want to
construct ontological knowledge bases for digital archive systems.
The authors intend to use FCA for concept extraction, and OWL in
combination with DL for presenting knowledge and reasoning.

Another recent research direction which is gaining interest
(especially in China) is using fuzzy and rough FCA for ontology
engineering. About 14% of papers belong to this direction. Quan,
Hui, Fong, and Cao (2004b) use fuzzy FCA for the automatic gener-
ation of ontologies. These ontologies are used to support the Schol-
arly Semantic Web, which is used for sharing, reuse and
management of scholarly information. Quan, Hui, and Fong
(2006a) propose a method based on Fuzzy FCA, which they call
Fuzzy Ontology Generation Framework, to automatically generate
an ontology. In Quan et al. (2006b) the authors apply this method
to build an ontology which can be used in a web-based help-desk
application. In a case study they analyzed 9000 records stored in
the customer service support database of a machine manufacturing
company. Each of these records contains the description of a ma-
chine failure reported by a customer and proposed remedies to re-
solve the problem. Keywords such as certain machine parts can be
extracted from this piece of text. A fuzzy formal context will then
relate these machine failure cases (objects) with keywords explain-
ing the nature of the failure (attributes) through a membership va-
lue indicating for example the possibility of a machine part being
involved in a failure case. From this context a fuzzy fault concept
lattice is created and a fault concept hierarchy is built from it by
applying fuzzy clustering of the concepts. This hierarchy is then
translated into an ontology which can be used to automatically
suggest actions which can be undertaken to resolve a failure. Zhou,
Liu, and Zhao (2007a) present an approach which is similar to this
work. The authors derive a concept hierarchy from a fuzzy concept
lattice which they applied as classification instrument on 13 data-
sets of UCI Machine Learning Repository. Maio, Fenza, Loia, and
Senatore (2009), Maio et al. (2012) use fuzzy FCA to build an ontol-
ogy for automatically classifying RSS feeds. From these feeds rele-
vant keywords are extracted and a fuzzy context is built. The
concept lattice constructed from this context is then automatically
translated to an OWL ontology. A validation experiment was per-
formed with 443 feeds from the OpenLearn project, containing
the Open University’s course materials, which were manually ar-
ranged in categories based on educational subjects. The authors
achieved good performance with their method, 87% of feeds were
categorized coherently with OpenLearn’s manual classification.
There are only a few researchers investigating the possibilities of
applying Rough FCA to construct ontologies. Huang and Zhu
(2008a) proposed rough FCA for semi-automatically constructing
a marine domain ontology.

Hwang, Kim, and Yang (2005) uses FCA for the construction
of ontologies in the domain of software engineering. There are
many conceptual similarities between the design of a class hier-
archy in OO software design and ontology. An OO software de-
signer can design ontology by organizing classes in a class
hierarchy and creating relationships among classes. UML classes
can then be generated from the ontology. Kiu and Lee (2008) use
FCA for managing existing ontological knowledge instead of
building an ontology. They present a tool which allows the user
to add, update and delete ontological concepts in 3 distinct
ways. For small ontologies, the formal context itself can be edi-
ted. In the second case a SOM is used to cluster semantically
similar ontological concepts and the user can choose the desired
cluster from this visual interface. Clustering the ontology into
clusters using SOM and k-means effectively reduces the search
space for creating ontological concepts and querying documents.
A concept lattice for this cluster is created and can be used to
add, update or delete ontological concepts. The user interface
OntoVis was introduced earlier in Lim and Lee (2005). Finally
the user can also supply a keyword as a query for finding the
nearest matching clusters in the SOM and again a lattice is cre-
ated for the desired cluster.

Some researchers focused on various aspects of ontology engi-
neering which may help future FCA based systems. For example
Nazri, Shamsudin, and Bakar (2008) were inspired by the work of
Cimiano et al. (2005), Cimiano (2006) to learn concept hierarchies
and ontologies from texts. The authors compared the performance
of 3 existing NLP tools which could be used for preprocessing Ma-
lay texts for FCA-based analysis.
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6.2. Ontology quality management

Quality management is another important topic in ontology
engineering and is covered by 10% of the papers. Rudolph (2004)
proposes an incremental method based on FCA which uses empir-
ical data to systematically generate hypothetical axioms about the
domain of interest, which are presented to an ontology engineer
for decision. The author focused on the axioms that can be ex-
pressed as entailment statements in description logic. In the posi-
tion paper Rudolph, Völker, and Hitzler (2007), the author build
further on this work and proposes Relational Exploration, a tech-
nique based on attribute exploration (Ganter & Wille, 1999), in
combination with Text2Onto (NLP) for semi-automatically build-
ing an ontology. Text2Onto is a tool for lexical ontology learning
which suggests the extraction of potential axioms and facts from
texts. During the extraction some valid and relevant pieces of
knowledge present in the text may be missed and it is also possible
that the corpus itself does not contain all valid knowledge. Rela-
tional Exploration can be used to improve the precision and com-
pleteness of the learned ontology. Völker and Rudolph (2008b)
combine the LExO approach for learning expressive ontology axi-
oms from textual definitions with Relational Exploration to inter-
actively clarify underspecified logical dependencies. The
exploration guarantees completeness with respect to a certain log-
ical fragment and increases the overall quality of the ontology. Ru-
dolph (2008) proposes logical completeness as an important
quality criterion for ontologies. The author defines a class of OWL
axioms called ‘‘generalized domain range restrictions’’ which gen-
eralize domain and range statements commonly known from di-
verse ontology modeling approaches. FCA and role exploration
are used to interactively specify all axioms of this form valid in a
domain of interest. Kim et al. (2007a) propose to extract ontologi-
cal elements from OWL source code and create a context family
composed of five kinds of contexts. Using FCA they derive lattices
which can be used to analyze the relations between e.g. classes
and properties, classes and individuals, etc. and identify structural
problems in the ontology. Sertkaya (2009) describes OntoComp
which supports ontology engineers in checking whether an OWL
ontology contains all the relevant information about the applica-
tion domain and in extending the ontology if this is not the case.
Using FCA, it acquires completer knowledge about the application
domain by asking successive questions to the ontology engineer.
Jiang, Pathak, and Chute (2009) audit the completeness and cor-
rectness of the International Classification of Disease (ICD) codes.
They used ICD codes within a certain domain as objects for their
analysis and atomic terms derived from the index entries as attri-
butes. They used amongst others so-called anonymous nodes
(nodes without own attributes) to identify incompletenesses in
the ICD formalization. Afterwards they also transformed these con-
cept lattices into Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) rules. Jiang
and Chute (2009b) also used FCA to analyze the completeness and
correctness of SNOMED which is a controlled vocabulary for the
medical domain. Again they suggest to track down anonymous
nodes appearing in the concept lattices which can be used to iden-
tify concept gaps in the original controlled vocabulary. The authors
argue they may point to a missing concept.
6.3. Ontology mapping and merging

Ontology mapping is a key technology to resolve interoperabil-
ity issues between heterogeneous and distributed ontologies.
Ontologies in the same domain or overlapping fields can be built
with different representations or different names for the same con-
cept or different structures for the same domain. This topic is dis-
cussed in 17% of the papers on FCA and ontologies.
One of the first papers on this topic was Stumme and Maedche
(2001) who presented the FCA-Merge algorithm. De Souza and Da-
vis (2004a,b) use FCA for merging ontologies that cover overlap-
ping domains, paying particular attention to the design of good
similarity measures for the identification of cross-ontology related
concepts. In De Souza, Davis, Evangelista, and (2006), the authors
try to apply their alignment method to ontologies developed for
completely different domains. Fan and Xiao (2007) propose an
FCA-based method for ontology mapping, which can not only per-
form mapping by computing similarity measures between entities
of different ontologies but can also perform subclass mapping by
computing inclusion measures. Formica (2006) also discusses
how FCA can promote reuse of independently developed domain
ontologies. The author proposes an ontology-based method for
assessing similarity between FCA concepts to support the ontology
engineer in ontology merging and mapping. This work is further
refined in Formica (2008) where the similarity measure is made
independent of the domain expert knowledge. The author uses
the information content approach (Resnik 1995) to automatically
obtain attribute similarity scores.

Curé and Jeansoulin (2008) present an automated approach
using FCA for creating a merged ontology from two source ontolo-
gies. Wang, Du, and Chen (2009) use FCA to compute the Concept-
Concept similarity, the Concept-Ontology similarity and the Ontol-
ogy-Ontology similarity for coordinating two Agent Crawlers and
deducing the level of understanding between them, to guide them
as parts of a search engine. Lu and Zhang (2008) present a Descrip-
tion Logic (DL)-based approach for conflict detection and elimina-
tion between two equivalent concepts in different source
ontologies which may have different definitions of value and cardi-
nality restriction. Le Grand et al. (2009) use FCA for complex sys-
tems analysis and compare different topic maps with each other
both in terms of content and structure. Significant concepts and
relationships can be identified and this method can also be used
to compare the underlying ontologies or datasets.

Krötzsch et al. (2005) discuss morphisms, a general tool for
modeling complex relationships between mathematical objects,
in FCA and propose approaches in ontology research where mor-
phisms help formalize the interplay among distributed knowledge
bases. Zhao, Halang, and Wang (2007) propose an ontology map-
ping method based on rough FCA and a rough similarity measure
which they introduced. The two source ontologies are first trans-
formed into formal contexts and are then merged to obtain a con-
cept lattice.
7. Other application domains

FCA has been used in several other interesting application do-
mains. Busch and Richards (2004) use FCA for the analysis of psy-
chological data. The authors developed a tacit knowledge
inventory based on the measurement of responses to IT work-place
scenarios, which is part of a questionnaire given to experts and
non-experts in three IT organizations. Using FCA they were able
to identify important groups of individuals that responded simi-
larly to the peer-identified experts and the organisation was
alerted of the important role these individuals potentially play. Du-
crou et al. (2005a) developed a conceptual information system to
determine surfing conditions on the South Coast of New South
Wales in Australia. In Colton and Wagner (2007), FCA is used in
combination with mathematical discovery tools to better facilitate
mathematical discovery. Missaoui and Kwuida (2009) investigate
the possibilities of using FCA for extracting actionable knowledge
from data warehouses containing multidimensional data. In Hauff
and Deogun (2007) concept lattices are used for disjoint clustering
of transactional databases and several heuristics are developed to
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tune the support parameters used in the algorithm. The algorithm
is applied to location learning to estimate the location of an elec-
tronic tag (in an RFID for example) given the signal strengths that
can be heard. Solesvik and Encheva (2009) use FCA as a quantita-
tive instrument for partner selection in the context of collaborative
ship design. Ignatov, Mamedova, Romashkin, and Shamshurin
(2011) built lattice-based taxonomies to represent the structure
of student assessment data to identify the most stable student
groups w.r.t the students achievements (and dually for course
marks) at certain periods of time and tracked the changes in the
states of these groups over time. Romashkin, Ignatov, and Kolotova
(2011) analyzed university applications using lattice-based taxo-
nomies derived from entrants’ decisions about undergraduate pro-
grams. Admission data as well as formalized survey data were used
to reveal possibly significant factors of entrants’ decisions. Priss,
Riegler, and Jensen (2012) used FCA to gain insight into the con-
ceptual structure of difficulties students may encounter in their
learning processes. Endres, Adam, Giese, and Noppeney (2012)
analyzed the results of fMRI scans obtained from a human subject
while he was viewing 72 gray-scale pictures of animate and inan-
imate objects during a target detection task. The pictures obtained
were used as FCA objects. Attributes were obtained by learning a
hierarchical Bayesian classifier, which maps BOLD (an indirect
measure for neural activity) responses onto binary features, and
these features onto object labels. The connectivity matrix between
the binary features and the object labels then served as the formal
context.
8. Conclusions

Since the introduction of Galois lattices in 1970s and FCA in
1982 concept lattices became a well-known instrument in com-
puter science. Over 1000 papers have been published on FCA dur-
ing the last 9 years on FCA and many of them contained case
studies showing the method’s usefulness in real-life practice. This
paper showcased the possibilities of FCA as a meta technique for
categorizing the literature on concept analysis. The intuitive visual
interface of the concept lattices allowed for an in-depth explora-
tion of the main topics in FCA research. In particular, its combina-
tion with text mining methods resulted in a powerful synergy of
automated text analysis and human control over the discovery
process.

The first domain we surveyed was text mining and linguistics
using FCA methods. Over the past years FCA has been applied in
several text mining projects ranging from the adaptation of cook-
ing recipes to identifying criminals in hundreds of thousands
unstructured textual police reports. Although the majority of the
papers surveyed in Section 2 on text mining describe a proof of
concept for an FCA-based text mining system, they clearly showed
the potential of FCA in this area. FCA also had several applications
in linguistics where the theory was used to visualize and gain in-
sight in lexical databases such as Roget’s thesaurus and WordNet.
The second domain which we chose to survey is web mining to
which a lot of attention has been devoted also. In particular web
search result optimization and web personalization received con-
siderable interest by the FCA community. Other topics which re-
ceived slightly less attention but became popular quite recently
are web service mining and social media mining. Several of these
papers described high quality research that resulted in practical
systems which are available to end users. Also software mining is
a very popular topic in the community. Initially attention was
mostly devoted to static source code mining but over the years
more papers on applying FCA to dynamic code analysis appeared
in the literature. The fourth domain which we chose to survey
are the applications of FCA in life sciences research. In biology
we found many applications of FCA to the analysis of gene expres-
sion data. Authors not only used basic FCA structures such as a con-
cept lattice but also more complex descriptions of FCA including
pattern structures. In medicine FCA has been applied amongst oth-
ers to time series data, to questionnaire data and to textual data of-
ten in combination with other techniques such as sequential
pattern mining, stability-based pruning, Hidden Markov Models,
etc. Several of these papers described real-life applications with
real outcome affecting daily healthcare practice. In chemistry FCA
was mostly used for the analysis of structure-activity relationships
of chemical compounds and in particular for identifying molecular
subgraphs which have a certain activity profile. The final research
area which we surveyed where FCA had a significant number of
applications is ontology engineering, ontology merging and ontol-
ogy quality management. We surveyed several mature applica-
tions of FCA for constructing ontologies in different domains.
Recently authors who are active in this research domain gained a
significant interest in Fuzzy FCA for ontology construction and
rough FCA for ontology mapping. In this survey, we chose to sub-
divide the publications on FCA in some very coarse grained re-
search domains. We are conscious that other subdivisions were
possible however we believe that our current approach gives an
adequate overview of the development of FCA applications over
the past 10 years. There were also many other applications on
which we didn’t zoom in that much. They include applications
on analyzing data in the context of ship building, student learning
curves, etc. We decided to mention several of them in a final con-
cluding section.

In the future, we will host the references and links to the arti-
cles on a public interface and hope that this compendium may
serve to guide both practitioners and researchers to new and im-
proved avenues for FCA.
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